What allows seismic events to grow big?: Insights from b-value and
fault roughness analysis in laboratory stick-slip experiments
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ABSTRACT
Estimating the expected size of the largest earthquake on a given
fault is complicated by dynamic rupture interactions in addition to
geometric and stress heterogeneity. However, a statistical assessment
of the potential of seismic events to grow to larger sizes may be possible based on variations in magnitude distributions. Such variations
can be described by the b-value, which quantifies the proportion of
small- to large-magnitude events. The values of b vary significantly
if stress changes are large, but additional factors such as geometric
heterogeneity may affect the growth potential of seismic ruptures.
Here, we examine the influence of fault roughness on b-values, focal
mechanisms, and spatial localization of laboratory acoustic emission
(AE) events during stick-slip experiments. We create three types of
roughness on Westerly granite surfaces and study AE event statistics
during triaxial loading of the lab faults. Because both roughness and
stress variations are expected to influence b, we isolate roughness
contributions by analyzing AEs at elevated stresses close to stickslip failure. Our results suggest three characteristics of seismicity on
increasingly rough faults: (1) seismicity becomes spatially more distributed, (2) b-values increase, and (3) focal mechanisms become more
heterogeneous, likely caused by underlying stress field heterogeneity
within the fault zones. Localized deformation on smooth faults, on
the other hand, promotes larger rupture sizes within the associated
homogeneous stress field, which is aligned with the macroscopic stress
orientation. The statistics of earthquake magnitude distributions may
help quantify these fault states and expected rupture sizes in nature.
INTRODUCTION
The expected magnitude of earthquake ruptures may be influenced by
many factors, including dynamic interactions, geometric and structural
heterogeneity (e.g., fault roughness, discontinuities, and bends), as well
as stress distributions (Burridge and Knopoff, 1967; Segall and Pollard,
1980; King, 1983; Wiemer and Wyss, 1997; Schorlemmer et al., 2005).
These effects are difficult to assess at seismogenic depths, but can partially be explored in laboratory experiments that capture earthquake-like
strain accumulation and abrupt release (Brace and Byerlee, 1966). While
these experiments do not encompass the entire complexity of tectonic
processes, they show many similarities to natural faulting processes in
terms of fault structure, microseismicity characteristics, and source scaling relations (e.g., Goebel et al., 2014; McLaskey et al., 2014; Yoshimitsu
et al., 2014). Microevents in the laboratory, which are also referred to as
acoustic emission (AE) events, are commonly connected to microfracture and slip processes, involving both deviatoric and isotropic source
components (e.g., Manthei, 2005; Kwiatek et al., 2014).
The number of seismic events in the lab and in nature decays exponentially with larger magnitudes with an exponent (b-value) that describes
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the relative proportion of small- to large-magnitude events (Gutenberg
and Richter, 1944):
log10 ( N ) = a − bM ,
(1)
where N is number of events, a is productivity, and M is event magnitude.
Previous studies of intact rock fracture suggested that increasing stresses
lead to decreasing b-values before failure (e.g., Scholz, 1968). These
laboratory observations of b-value–stress dependence have been used to
explain variations in magnitude distributions in the tectonic system (e.g.,
Schorlemmer et al., 2005).
Here, we extend the laboratory-based investigation of magnitude distributions and b-value variations by studying the influence of fault roughness. We perform stick-slip experiments under tri-axial loading conditions
and hydrostatic confining pressures on pre-fractured and pre-cut Westerly
granite (Rhode Island, USA) surfaces and statistically analyze AE catalogs,
composed of event locations, focal mechanisms, and relative magnitudes
(for details on experimental methods, see the GSA Data Repository1).
Our results reveal a strong influence of fault roughness on both b-values
and fractal dimensions of AE spatial distributions as well as AE sourcemechanism heterogeneity.
METHODS
Magnitude Distributions, b-Value, and Fractal Dimension
We determine relative AE event sizes by averaging peak amplitudes
across the laboratory seismic array after correcting for source-receiver
distances. We then assign relative magnitudes on an experiment-specific
scale, using M = log10(A), where A is average peak event amplitude.
The magnitude distributions in our experiments commonly follow the
Gutenberg-Richter relationship (Equation 1) for which b-values were
determined by a maximum-likelihood estimate (see the Data Repository).
The spatial distribution of AEs varies substantially as a function of
fault roughness (Fig. 1). To quantify this variability, we compute the
pair correlation function C(r) = N(s<r)/N 2tot, which describes the change
in event number N with separation distance, s, as a function of scale, r,
where Ntot is the total number of observed events. The slope of the logtransformed pair correlation function, i.e., dlog10(C)/dlog10(r), defines the
correlation dimension, D2 (see the Data Repository). The dimension D2
decreases with increasing localization so that a planar point cloud has D2
= 2 and values <2 indicate localization on fault patches. In the following,
we only use AE events during periods of elevated stresses and prior to the
first stick-slip events, which are most representative of the initial surface
roughness (see Fig. DR2 in the Data Repository).

1
GSA Data Repository item 2017275, experimental methods and sensitivity
analyses, is available online at http://www.geosociety.org/datarepository/2017/ or
on request from editing@geosociety.org.
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in localized AE activity, whereas AEs on fractured surfaces are dispersed
within the irregular fault damage zone with an absolute width of ~1 cm.
The variability of focal mechanism P-axis orientations increases systematically between polished, roughened, and fractured surfaces, suggesting that fractured surfaces and associated damage zones produce the
highest degree of stress heterogeneity (Fig. 1, bottom). This increase in
stress heterogeneity is also resolved through statistical analyses of minimum rotation angles between moment tensor pairs. The median rotation
angles increase systematically from polished to roughened to fractured
surfaces and decrease for larger-magnitude events (Fig. DR7).
The P-axis orientations for polished and roughened surfaces in Figure
1 form a compact region with an orientation similar to that of the applied
stress field. This is expected if most of the AEs occur on the pre-cut surfaces and not within the damage zone. Most P-axes have a plunge angle
between 15° to 20° from the loading axis (σ1). This difference in plunge
relative to σ1 arises because P-axes are generally located at the center of
the tensional quadrant of the focal mechanisms at 45°, whereas σ1 is at
an angle θ = 25°–30° from the slip surface.

Figure 1. Acoustic emission (AE) hypocenters and magnitudes (see
legend) for polished (left), roughened (center), and fractured surface
(right), viewed at an oblique angle (upper cylinders) and parallel to the
fault (lower cylinders). P-axis variability is depicted as density maps in
lower-hemisphere stereonet projection at bottom of each column, with
lighter blue colors corresponding to higher densities, and white curve
depicting fault dip angle. Average P-axis plunges are: 72° ± 13° for
polished, 58° ± 18° for roughened, and 41° ± 25° for fractured surface.

AE Source Mechanisms and Stress Heterogeneity
In our experiments, far-field stresses are prescribed by the vertical loading axis (σ1) and horizontal confining pressure (σ2 = σ3) at fixed orientations. At the fault scale, however, stress orientations and magnitudes vary
because of roughness and microfractures. Here, we use focal mechanism
heterogeneity, namely variations in P-axis orientations and rotation angle
between moment tensor pairs (see the Data Repository), as proxy for
microscale stress field heterogeneity. Focal mechanisms are determined
from double-couple components of the decomposed moment tensors computed from first-motion P-wave amplitudes and a homogeneous velocity
model. The moment tensor inversion includes a time-dependent correction term for sensor-rock coupling, which depends on confining pressure
and is thus well suited for laboratory conditions (Kwiatek et al., 2014).

Variations in Spatial and Magnitude Distributions with Increasing
Roughness
Both b-value and correlation dimension increase systematically for
rougher faults (Fig. 2), such that b-values are smallest for polished surfaces
(b ≈ 0.6–0.7) and largest for fractured surfaces (b ≈ 1.2–1.3). Roughened,
planar surfaces produce b-values in the range of 0.8–1.0. The underlying
magnitude distributions can be described by a Gutenberg-Richter–type relationship above the magnitude of completeness, however this relationship
breaks down after several successive stick-slip events on polished surfaces
and transitions to a more characteristic magnitude distribution, recognizable as a pronounced second peak above M4.6 (Fig. DR8). Such a transition
may be a result of a dominant length scale that controls AE event sizes.
Here, we concentrate on periods with Gutenberg-Richter–like behavior.
The correlation dimension, D2, increases systematically from polished
(D2 ≈ 1.6) to roughened (D2 ≈ 2.0) and fractured surfaces (D2 ≈ 2.5; Fig. 2),
reflecting the more broadly distributed AE event clouds for roughened
and fractured surfaces in Figure 1. The smaller value of D2 ≈ 1.6 for the
polished surface suggests a high degree of spatial localization of AE events.
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RESULTS
We report results from eight experiments on polished, roughened, and
fractured surfaces. Slip on the laboratory faults produces between one and
seven stick-slip events for each experiment; however, we limit the analysis
to AEs associated with the first slip event in each experiment, which is
most representative of initial fault roughness. AE locations in fractured
samples delineate the orientation and extent of the faults at ~25° to 35°
to the largest principle stress, σ1 (Fig. 1). For polished and roughened
surfaces, we cut the samples at a 30° angle to the loading axis to match the
fault orientation in fractured samples. Slip on planar, cut surfaces results
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Figure 2. A,C: Magnitude distributions (A) and pair-correlation functions
(C) for polished (blue), roughened (purple), and fractured (green) surfaces. Corresponding b (proportion of small- to large-magnitude events)
and D2 (correlation dimension) are shown in upper right and left corners,
respectively. B: Solid lines show variations in b-value as function of
magnitude of completeness. Shaded regions show uncertainty in b,
dashed lines show misfit (Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance, KS-D), and
arrows highlight b and Mc (magnitude of completeness) at minimum
misfit. D: Changes in D2 (solid lines) and goodness of fit (dashed lines)
as function of maximum radius. Arrows indicate best-fitting values.
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Observed and Theoretically Expected Correlations Between D2 and
Thus, if seismic moment is proportional to the fault dimension cubed,
b-Value
D and b are connected through (Aki, 1967; King, 1983; Wyss et al., 2004):
The fractal dimension of AE hypocenter distributions exhibits a positive linear relationship with the b-value, so that the ratio between D2 and
(3)
D = 3 cb = 2b.
the b-value is ≈2.1 (Fig. 3), which is significant at the 99% level. Moreover,
both b and D2 increase systematically as a function of fault roughness so
Interestingly, the best linear fit between b and D2 over the explored
that rougher faults favor spatially more-distributed seismicity and higher range of roughness produces a slope close to 2, revealing a strong correb-values, corresponding to relatively more small-magnitude events.
lation between the scaling of fault size distribution and event separation
Previous laboratory studies primarily focused on changes in b-value distances (Fig. 3).
and fractal dimension during the fracture of intact rock samples, sugFor a fault in two dimensions, the scaling of separation distances
gesting a general scaling of the form D2 ≈ b (e.g., Meredith et al., 1990), between rupture patches is expected to correspond to the scaling of linear
whereas we find D2 ≈ 2b. Thus, both fracture and frictional failure of rupture dimensions, because seismogenic patches are approximately one
preexisting faults reveal increasing spatial localization with decreasing rupture dimension apart. In 3-D, such a scaling may also be expected
b-values, however the governing processes may be significantly different, based on elastic stress transfer processes with spatial decay on the order
of rupture size (Stein, 1999).
resulting in a different ratio between b and D2.
In nature, fault size distributions can be described by a power law of
Nevertheless, for Equation 3 to be strictly applicable in the laboratory,
the form log10(N) ∝ D log10(L), where N is number and L length of faults several assumptions have to be fulfilled: First, AE stress drops should be
(e.g., King, 1983). The exponent, D, describes the relative proportion of constant at the lab scale, which is supported by previous studies (e.g.,
small to large faults, and is expected to be closely connected to D2 (e.g., Yoshimitsu et al., 2014). Second, the relative magnitude estimates in our
Wyss et al. 2004). The scaling of fault size distributions can be linked to experiments should be proportional to the logarithm of seismic moment
the Gutenberg-Richter relationship by rewriting Equation 1 as a function during fracture and slip. The observed correlation between b and D2 sugof seismic moment and employing the definition of moment, i.e., M0 = gests that these two assumptions may approximately hold true. Hence,
μAS, where μ is the shear modulus, A is fault area, and S is slip. Seismic spatially more-localized fracture networks and AE locations (i.e., smaller
moment is related to magnitude by M0 ∝ 10cM where c = 3/2 (Kanamori D2) associated with smooth faults promote rupture growth and coalescence
and Anderson, 1975).
leading to low b-values. Nevertheless, a direct upscaling of laboratory
For isotropic ruptures and constant stress drop (S/A = constant), seis- results is complicated by additional complexity in the natural system,
mic moment is related to linear rupture dimension via M0 ∝ L3, and the such as geometric complexity and fault step-overs which may obscure
Gutenberg-Richter relationship can be written as (Aki, 1967):
the relationship between D2 and b-value (e.g., Main, 1992).
log10 ( N ) ∝ b c log10 ( L3 ).
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Figure 3. Correlation dimension, D2 and b-value (proportion of smallto large-magnitude events) are linearly correlated with a slope of ≈2.1
(black dashed line). Gray dashed line highlights theoretically expected
relationship between D2 and b (see text for details). Correlation is
significant at 99% level with Pearson’s r coefficient of 0.97. Statistical uncertainty in b and D2 are indicated by horizontal and vertical
error bars, respectively. Markers are colored according to root mean
square (RMS) roughness. Inset shows power-spectral density (PSD)
of roughness for three typical surfaces, highlighting significant difference between fractured (green), roughened (purple), and polished
(blue) surfaces. Hll is the Hurst exponent in the slip-parallel direction.
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APPLICABILITY OF LABORATORY RESULTS TO NATURAL
SYSTEMS
Many previous observations of b-value variations in natural systems
were interpreted in light of experimental results of a b-value–stress dependency (e.g., Wiemer and Wyss, 1997; Schorlemmer et al., 2005). Such
a dependency is observed when, for example, stress changes are high
during sequences of stick-slips resulting in b-values between 1.7 and 1.0
(Goebel et al., 2013). At a fundamental level, b-values are controlled by
the geometry of the fault network (King, 1983) and the dynamics of interacting ruptures, so that the Gutenberg-Richter relationship is applicable
to a single fault plane and to the fault network (Burridge and Knopoff,
1967). Both explanations are linked in the sense that the geometry of fault
networks is shaped by dynamic rupture events and, conversely, dynamic
interactions are controlled by the distribution of stresses which may easily be perturbed by fractures and roughness (e.g., Scholz, 1968; Zang et
al., 1998). The distinction between dynamic and geometric influences is
conceptually useful because fault size distributions and geometric complexity are more readily observable in nature such as in Parkfield, California, USA (Wyss et al., 2004).
Previous studies on geometric complexity and roughness showed that
slip on younger, rougher faults produces a higher degree of source-mechanism heterogeneity and a slower spatial decay of seismicity within the
damage zone (Bailey et al., 2010; Powers and Jordan, 2010; Goebel et
al., 2014). If fault roughness decreases with age and cumulative slip, our
laboratory observations suggest that more mature, smoother faults are
associated with localized seismicity, smoother stress fields, and lower
b-values (Fig. 4). This connection between localization and decreasing
b-values implies that larger events occur preferably close to the principal
slip surfaces, which may explain a potential increase in b with distance
from faults (Page et al., 2011).
Further evidence for the geometric control on b-value can be resolved
in cases where seismogenic deformation transitions from distributed fracture networks to a localized fault, or vice versa. Such a transition is
observed in high-resolution seismicity catalogs during pressure-induced
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of influence
of surface roughness on
spatial and magnitude
distributions as well as
small-scale stress field
h e t e ro g e n e i t y ( w h i t e
arrows). Sketch exemplifies distribution of small
(green) and large (orange
and red) cracks around
laboratory fault zones that
started from fractured
(left), and planar surfaces (right). Large black arrows show macroscopic stress field.

sequences, for example in volcanic environments where periods with
localized seismicity on well-defined fault planes have lower b-values than
periods with disbursed seismicity (e.g., Shelly et al., 2016).
In both lab and nature, b-values are also suggested to be anomalously
low close to fault patches with relatively higher resistance to slip, and the
relationship between b and D2 can be described by Equation 3 (Wiemer
and Wyss, 1997; e.g., Wyss et al., 2004). Microanalyses of such patches
with anomalously low b-values in stick-slip experiments revealed smaller
damage and gouge zone widths so that the host rock is potentially in direct
contact (Goebel et al., 2012). The AEs within low-b-value regions occur
more localized than in the surrounding areas, highlighting the coupling
between lower b-values and strain localization. Within such regions, the
preferred occurrence of large seismic events may be physically driven
by coalescing cracks within a smooth stress field and a lack of heterogeneity that may cause earlier rupture arrest (Segall and Pollard, 1980;
Sammonds and Ohnaka, 1998).
CONCLUSIONS
Acoustic emission statistics during stick-slip on laboratory faults are
strongly affected by fault roughness. Our results suggest that rougher
faults lead to more spatially distributed AE activity, higher b-values, and
more heterogeneous focal mechanisms. The latter is likely caused by
increased heterogeneity in the underlying stress field at small scales.
Smoother faults, on the other hand, are associated with localized strain
and AE activity as well as a more homogeneous fault-scale stress field,
which is aligned with the applied, macroscopic stresses. These conditions allow seismic ruptures to grow and coalesce, leading to relatively
more large-magnitude events and low b-values in laboratory and nature.
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